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Before you run the Census
This section will take you through the expected areas you will need to double check before running the Census.
You can execute the Census without these checks but you will simply be producing a Census return with a large
number of errors or queries that will need to be addressed, it is better to undertake some routine housekeeping
and address the errors before they are reported in the Census.

Ensuring that your data is accurate is the best place from which to launch your Census
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Areas to Check
The following areas are specifically important to check for the Spring Census.
See also : DFE Complete the School Census

Attendance
The Spring Census looks back at the Attendance recorded from the start of the Autumn Term (01/08/2020) to
31/12/2020.
Important: Attendance data for the 2020 to 2021 academic year will include all categories of school attendance,
rather than just those that equate to authorised and unauthorised absence. This is a change to previous years.
So please ensure that any and all Attendance Registration is complete for that period. This will include ensuring
that any unexplained Unauthorised Absences that are currently recorded against an N code are updated to
provide an adequate explanation for absence.
We would recommend that you produce reports to highlight the Students with gaps in their attendance i.e. run
an Attendance Report by Code for the N code (or any other unauthorised absence) separately for each year group
for the date range being returned by the Census 01/08/2020 to 31/12/2020.
Use this information to guide your amendment of the Student data.

Dual Registered Students
If you have Students who are Dual registered, please ensure that you have accurately recorded their status at
your (and the affiliate) school as either Main or Subsidiary.
Actual Attendance Data for Dual registered Students should only be entered at the Subsidiary school for the
sessions they are expected to be attending the Subsidiary school.
The corresponding periods at the Main school should be populated with the Attendance Code D.
A Student’s Registration Status can be amended by opening the School & Enrolment History panel in Student
Details. Access the Student Details either from the Students List page to select one or more Students and click
View or using the Global Search Tool for a single Student.
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Special Education Needs
You should double check with your SEN Co-ordinator that all Students who possess a special need are updated
in the MIS.
All Students with current SEN Provisions should have an SEN record with the code K (SEN Support). Any Students
who have transitioned to no longer having any kind of SEN requirement should have their latest record updated
to include an N code for No Special Educational Need. Any Student in possession of an SEN Provision (other than
N) should also have at least one Need defined. Students with a provision but no specific type of need should be
entered with the SEN Type of NSA (SEN Support but no specialist assessment of type of need).
A Student’s SEN Support and SEN Need can both be adjusted via the Special Educational Needs panel in the
Student Details page.
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Free School Meals
This is one of the areas that determine on going funding; specifically the Deprivation element of Pupil Premium
is determined by a Student’s inclusion in Free School Meals over a specified period.
Therefore it is important that you double check Student Free School Meal details and eligibility.
Pupil Free School Meal statuses will be retrieved in the Spring Census under the following conditions:
Periods of eligibility for free school meals with:
 An FSM eligibility Start Date and no FSM Eligibility end date
or
 An FSM eligibility end date since the previous Census i.e. on or after 01/10/2020 and up to including the
Spring Census day (21/01/2021)
A Students Free School Meal information can be reviewed and adjusted from the Free School Meals section which
is located in the Meal & Transport panel in Student Details from the Students option.

For schools with intake within the NC Years R, 1 and 2 there will also be a requirement to deliver the information
on take up of Universal Infant Free School Meals.
The Lunch Taken column will be populated with a tick by default but you can remove by unchecking the Lunch
Taken check box at the top of the Lunch Taken column or reset the information to the evidence on take up stored
within the Dinner module by clicking the Reset to MIS button.
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Class Reconciliation
The Spring Census return retrieves all the information for the snapshot presentation of class delivery. Therefore
it is important to ensure that your curriculum provision is accurately entered within the Curriculum module. Staff
should be correctly related to the classes that they are responsible for taking on the timetable, this should include
support staff as well as teaching staff where possible.
The Census process will provide you with the opportunity to adjust this data before you validate the file so you
will still be able to adjust the information before submittal.
Staff association with classes should be checked from the Groups > Teaching Class > View Group Details >
Associated Staff option.
The Associated Staff panel will show you which Staff members are associated with the class in general and the
Associated Timetables panel will provide you with the specific information of who is responsible for the class on
any particular period in the week.

Student Ethnicity
Ethnicity is collected as part of the pupil collection in the Spring Census. You should double check that all current
Students have correct Ethnicity data by reviewing the Student record from within the Students option. The Quick
Edit option can also be used to swiftly assign Ethnicity Codes to multiple Students at once if required. The Quick
Edit option is located under the Students option Select Students > Actions > Quick Edit.
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Student Funding
Various elements of Student Funding are retrieved as part of the Census data collection. The most recent of these
is the addition of the collection of Early Years Pupil Premium information for Students of the appropriate age.
Early Years Pupil Premium (EYPP) was introduced for disadvantaged three and four year olds in April 2015. All
three and four year olds are entitled to up to 15 hours per week of government funded early education for 38
weeks of the year.
Children become eligible for Early Years Pupil Premium from the term following a child’s third birthday and retain
this entitlement until they move from Nursery (N1 and N2) class into Reception, when they become eligible for
the mainstream Pupil Premium.
You should enter the information for a Student’s eligibility for EYPP via the Funding and Allowances panel in
Student Details page.

You can enter this data for any Student but only those Students who fulfil the reporting criteria will have this
information included in their Census outputs.
The information below explains which Students the data is expected to be retrieved for.
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Childcare Provisioning
The Spring Census now includes the mandatory collection of information regarding a schools Childcare
Provisioning.
You should use the School Characteristics page Config > Administration > Characteristics to record any detail
regarding the provisioning of Childcare Service, either on or off site, which the school is involved with.

Pick an item from the list of Extended Services, ensuring that one of the Childcare items is selected. It is advisable
that you pick an item whose title reflects the type of Childcare you are defining as long as you pick different items
for each different Provision.

Choose the type of Childcare and then fill in the available data items for that item. Different types of Childcare
will limit your choices of which items you can populate.
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For example a Before school type will require the entry of an opening time but no closing time.

Extra attention should be paid to the choice in the Signposted section. Each of the 4 items within the dropdown
are defined as below and in the event you are defining an off-site Childcare Provision a selection of N will indicate
the school does not deliver any Childcare of the chosen type.

YF
YL
N
U

Signposted data item definition
Yes, we have formal arrangements with another provider for them to provide childcare to our
pupils, including transport to the site.
Yes, we keep a list of other local providers that will pick up from our school to help parents.
No
Unknown

In the event that a particular brand of Childcare is delivered both on and off-site you should provide separate
entries for each item.
If you do not provide any information for a specific type of Childcare then the system will enter detail into the
Census to indicate that you do not deliver that Childcare type at all.
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Generating the School Census
To run the Census you need to go to Modules > Census > School.

Select the Term and Year, this should be correct by default.
Click the New button to create a new Census Return.

You will now see the Census Parameters page. This is pre populated for you but it is worth checking that all the
details are correct. If it is present please leave the Selected Time as is.

The School Details section shows the Census Parameters for your school. Make sure these details are correct,
paying attention to the LA ID and Establishment Number. You also need to make sure your School Phase, Intake,
Governance and other details are correct. Failure to do so will cause issues with your Return. All the details on
the page below can be edited by clicking the Edit buttons.
Once you have confirmed the details are correct you can Generate your Census, to do this click the Generate
button.
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Your Return will now be generated. This may take a while, be patient and wait for it to complete.
Once the Return has been generated you will have the option to Save. The Save button saves the entered Census
information and allows you to edit it later. Clicking Save & Validate will Generate the Census file for you.

Pupil Reconciliation
The Pupil Reconciliation panel is where you will enter any additional values for Students who are in school at the
time of Census but are not picked up from their on roll status or presence in lessons at Census time.
The first value, Pupils on roll and in classes is determined from the Timetable and Class Membership information.
The combination of Unscheduled part-time, Work Experience, Private Study, FE College Study and Attending
Other schools is the value for Total Pupils not in classes.
The sum of these two values; Pupils on roll and in classes and Total pupils not in classes needs to be the same as
the value for Number of pupils on roll.
While the two values remain unmatched, you will be unable to validate your Census Return.
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Pupil Reconciliation Funded Hours
Further down the screen on the Census Data Entry Page you may see that the Pupil Reconciliation Funded Hours
area needs to be filled in. Funded Hours needs to be collected for Students aged 2, 3 and 4 from all schools with
pupils of these ages except City Technology Colleges and Non-Maintained Special.
The table below shows the entitlement to Funded Hours.

Using Update Funded Hours you can apply the Funded Hours and Hours at Setting to the relevant Age group.
Once you have selected the hours for the particular age click the Apply button. You will now need to repeat this
process for the remaining age groups. Once completed Funded Hours and Hours Setting will be populated with
information against each of the Students. If required individual Student hours can be edited by clicking on the
individual cell and overtyping with a new value.
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Pupil School Lunch
For some School Phases the collection of Pupil Lunch information is a requirement in the Spring Census. The MIS
will determine if this is information that you should be recording and this panel will be used for that purpose.
If you are using the Dinner module then the Lunch Taken column may already be populated with information
indicating the Students who took (or are expected to take) school lunch on the date of the Census.
Simply enter a tick against all the Students who are going to be taking (or have taken) school lunch on Census
day. It may be quicker for you to bulk tick all the Students using the tick box option on the Lunch Taken Column
Header, then deselect Students that did not take lunch. This information will also be used to derive the Universal
Free School Meal Information.

Clicking the Reset to MIS button will restore the information in this panel to the condition it is in within the MIS
data before any user adjustments were undertaken.
For subsequent generations of the Census file within the same term you can click the Reset to Latest Census
button to retrieve the edited data from the previous Census file. This prevents you from having to enter the data
repeatedly for subsequent runs of the Census within the same term.
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Class Information
This section will display the snapshot information on the Classes that take place on the Census date at the
reference time. It will have been drawn from the information from within Curriculum but may still need editing
or adjustment.
The table will display the Class name, the number of On Roll Students detected in the Class, the number of Guest
Students detected in the Class, the number of Teachers associated with the Class, the number of Support Staff
and the Year Group of the Class.

Any of these items can be edited.
If you adjust the On Roll Students values then please note that this will change the pupils on roll and in classes
value within the Pupil Reconciliation panel.
All Classes must have at least one Teacher or Support Staff member assigned to them and the system will provide
feedback errors if any of the Classes are left blank.
If your system has no timetable in Curriculum for the date of Census then you can use the Add Row option to
create entries in order to simulate the timetable.
The Reset to MIS button will rescan the system for the date and time of Census and reset the detail within the
panel to match the MIS data.
For Primary Schools there will be additional columns for Activity, Class Type, Key Stage and PPA/LMT Teachers.
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Validate the Census
You will now need to Validate the Census click on the Save & Validate button. This will Generate the Census file
and run the Validation process that will identify if there are any errors or queries with your return.

The Validation process may take a while so please be patient.

Census Views
You will now be returned to the Census page. You will be able to see the file that has been generated and have
the following options available to.
View Summary – This gives you the summary page for the Return. You may want to print this off and use it as a
starting point to check your data.
View Errors - This shows you any errors or queries that the validation process has found. The School Census Error
Resolutions 2021 Guide is also available.
View the File – This gives you the option to view and save the Census XML file. You will not need to do this until
you are ready to send the return to the LA or upload to Collect.

Select Year and Census
Now you have generated a School Census Return, you will need to deal with the Errors before Authorising and
Submitting the Return.
From the Year-dropdown menu, make sure that the Year for which you want access your Generated Census is
selected. By default, you should not have to change as it will show the Current Year.

If it needs to be changed select the Year from the Year dropdown menu and the Season from the Term dropdown
menu.
(Note: The Year you select here is the Calendar Year and NOT the Academic Year)
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Select the Return
Having made your selections, you will see that the screen updates to show any Returns which have already been
generated. Each Return will clearly identify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return [Name]
[Return Created] By
Date Generated
Date validated
[No. of] Errors
[No of] Queries
Authorised (Yes/No)
Date Authorised

Select the required Return and the relevant button above for what you want to do.

View Errors
Select the Return and click the View Errors button the screen will update showing similar to the example below:

Each Query and Error will now be displayed ready to be dealt with.
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Working within the Error Summary Screen
The Error Summary screen has 2 distinct areas to it. Census Return Summary and Errors and Queries Data Grid.

Census Return Summary Area
The Census Return Summary Area displays the Summary Information for your selected Return, most importantly
it clearly identifies and updates the Number of Currently Unresolved Errors and the Number of Currently
Unresolved Queries.

Errors and Queries Data Grid
The Errors and Queries Data Grid clearly identifies row by row, each currently unresolved Error and Query.
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Manoeuvring around the Data Grid
Use the scrollbar to move up and down through the Errors. Each column can be sorted using the Sort Arrows in
the bottom right of each column header.

Enter the name or number in the Search box and the Data Grid will update automatically as you type and will now
display the entered information only.
Note: The Number filter option displays the Sequence/Error Number which can be referenced against the School
Census Error Resolutions 2021 Guide.
The Status dropdown menu to the right of the text boxes allows the Data Grid to be displayed with Resolved
issues , Unresolved issues .

Dealing with Errors and Queries
In regards to dealing with the Errors/Queries shown, you are able to use the Errors and Queries Data Grid to:



Link directly to the required MIS Page in order to correct the Error/Query (this is not available on all
Errors/Queries however)
Mark Errors/Queries as Resolved or Unresolved (initially all will be Unresolved)

Using the Error/Query Link to MIS Page
Within the Errors and Queries Data Grid, it is possible to link directly to the MIS Page where the Error/Query can
be resolved; this is possible for all those Errors/Queries where you see a Magnifying Glass icon .

Click on the Magnifying Glass icon
to link to the required MIS Page in order to deal with the Error or Query,
this page will open in a new window. From any new window which you have opened via the link, correct the
Error/Query, then Save and close that window. From the Error and Query Data Grid, you should now mark that
you have Resolved that particular Error/Query.
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Marking an Error or Query as Resolved
As at this time there is no Refresh option for the Census you are running, it is advisable that you mark each Error
and Query you deal with as Resolved; this will make it easier to track those Errors and Queries you still need to
deal with.

To change the Status of an Error/Query, click on the Unresolved icon
Resolved icon
and the row will highlight green.

the Error/Query will change to the

If required, you can change a Resolved Error/Query to Unresolved; to do this click on the Resolved icon
will now toggle back to Unresolved, removing the green row highlight as well.

which

Authorise and View File
Once you have dealt with all of the Errors and are happy with any of the outstanding Queries please re-run the
Census and click the Authorise button. The file is now ready to be submitted, click the View File button and save
a copy to a location on your machine, this may also automatically save to your Downloads Folder, depending on
your setup.

If you require any assistance with running the Census or have questions about the Errors or Queries please contact
the Bromcom Helpdesk on 020 8290 7177.
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